
-Rich Wistocki

Law Enforcement Training
Offering the most comprehensive LEO training
available, BeSure Consulting can train your Officers 
in person or remotely via fully interactive Webinar.
Demonstrating the latest, cutting-edge investigative 
techniques in easy to follow step-by-step training Officers 
learn and plearn and practice these techniques using real world 
examples to ensure both understanding and prociency.
Trained Officers leave ready to implement new skills 
immediately strengthening your departments 
expertise and effectiveness.

Cyber Bullying
Sexting
Sextortion
Truancy

Social Networking
Gaming Platforms
VVideo Websites
Instant Messaging
File Sharing

Sexual Predators
Financial Predators
and more

Detective Richard Wistocki has been a law 
enforcement officer for 27 years, the last 21 years 
dedicated to internet crime.  He has authored and 
updated the State of Illinois Sexting Statute, “SWATTING” 
legislation and the Sexual Exploitation of a Child law.   
Detective Wistocki also formed the Will County Illinois 
SStates Attorney’s High Technology Crimes Unit that made 
over 90 sexual predator arrests in its rst 3 ½ years.  
He is a regular guest on NBC and FOX News educating 
the public on cyber crime, and is nationally known for 
his continuous efforts in protecting children.
 

BeSure
Consulting

Safety Consulting, Education 
and Law Enforcement Training

The Cop and The Convict
A powerful presentation for parents and their teens.

An unforgettable, thought-provoking presentation that 
provides teens and their parents insight and education 
exposing the accidental road to addiction.  From junior 
high school to college students, "The Cop and The Convict" 
boldly outlines challenges boldly outlines challenges teens face every day.  The 
drug abuse epidemic has continued to grow nationwide 
in ways we’ve never seen before.  The potency of these 
drugs, and their availability in our communities and schools 
is staggering.  We owe it to our children, and ourselves 
to learn the telling signs and proactive strategies 
to protect our families and communities from falling victim.

RRich Wistocki and Tim Ryan truly care about their audience.   
These presenters have the proven knowledge and 
resources to beat addiction.  

They will stay at your event until every question is 
answered and the last person leaves.
                                                      
                 “To Be Aware, is To Be Alive!"

Education, Presentations
and Training covering: 

www.BeSureConsulting.com    630.461.0044



BeSure
Safety Consulting and Education

Rich Wistocki
www.besureconsulting.com

630.461.0044

Detective Richard Wistocki is an expert 
in the area of Cyber-Crime.  He is a member of The
United States Secret Service Chicago Electronic Crimes 
Task Force and a member of The Illinois Attorney 
General’s Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force 
(ICAC).  

He has dedicHe has dedicated his career to helping children by 
tirelessly pursuing, apprehending and prosecuting 
child predators.  But as technology moves forward 
each day we see the digital world reach further
into every aspect of our lives and the lives of our 
children.  We can no longer protect them without 
understanding how they are utilizing these new
ssocial tools, and without educating ourselves, 
and our children on safety, restraint, and caution as 
it relates to each aspect of their digital activity.

While technology can be a great tool, it can also be 
a great danger to our children if we do not have the 
proper precautions in place.  We are now living in 
a world where a few clicks could impact the rest of 
their litheir lives.  We owe it to them to provide support 
and guidance to help make the correct choices. 

"One of the most eye opening 
presentations I've ever seen"

“Shocking and Powerful”

“An empowering educational 
experience unlike any other”  

www.BeSureConsulting.com
630.461.0044

Parent / Student / Faculty Seminars

Faculty
1hr 
Trends in Internet Crime, Drug Abuse, Warning Signs
and Reporting and more.

Parents
2hrs2hrs
Cyber Guide for Parents, Protecting your children 
online and on their devices, Signs and Warnings,
Responsible device use, monitoring and much more.

Students 
1hr 15min Junior High
Student Presentation covering online safety when using 
mobile devimobile devices, computers and gaming systems, dangers 
of cyber-bulling, inappropriate content, and peer pressure

1hr 30min High School 
Student Presentation online safety when using 
mobile devices, computers and gaming systems, 
sexting, cyber-bulling, sextortion, and 
protecting their collegiate digital footprint 

Junior High School Presentations
This is a program for Junior High School Students 
from 5th grade to 8th grade.   In today’s society, children
and teens are using the internet and cell phones at an 
age younger than ever before.  We need to make our 
children understand the dangers of certain activities 
while online and while online and educate them on responsible 
digital behavior.

High School Presentations
In this presentation, Detective Wistocki will bring the 
harsh realities of internet predators, sexting and cyber 
bullying to the forefront.  The students will hear actual 
cases involving teens their age and how these teens fall 
pprey to internet predators.  How to protect themselves,
and how to proactively avoid situations that could put
them at risk. 

-Rich Wistocki

“We empower teachers and parents 
to truly understand and be a part of the 
technology their children interact with.”

Parent / Student / Faculty Seminars
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